
HE year 2019 could prove to be a significant
one in the history of sectional timing in Britain.
Despite more than a few false dawns along the
way, the coming months finally look like
seeing a concerted push for wider adoption of

sectional times as a means for measuring performances,
explaining performances and increasing interest in
performances themselves. 
Speaking to me at a recent Wetherby race meeting, BHA

chief executive Nick Rust revealed that they were seeking
Levy Board funding of in excess of £300,000 to support the
further development of sectional timing in Britain and to
ensure that acceptable standards in the area are met. 
That may not be a huge sum, but it promises to give

sectional timing the kind of impetus that has been lacking
before now. Rust believed the bid would be approved this
year. 
Now seems a good opportunity, then, to take stock of

where we are with sectionals and what some of their
benefits can be. 
Sectional timing breaks the overall timing of a race into

sections (usually furlongs on the flat and obstacle-to-
obstacle over jumps) so that a far more detailed summary of
a horse’s efforts is revealed. Regarded as essential in many

other jurisdictions, sectional coverage has existed in some
form in Britain for decades, but only on a small scale. 
Recently, Total Performance Data has provided sectional

information from eight British courses, with the results
displayed and contextualised on the At The Races website.
TPD figures are based on GPS technology, which makes
them more affordable than many alternatives, but it also
involves a few technical issues. 
As a rule, GPS systems may be fine for live display but

require a degree of post-race processing to make the
resulting data fit for the sort of intricate analysis that
analysts, enthusiasts and horsemen/women are looking for.
Some other courses and groups have recently been trialling
sectional systems – most of them also GPS-based – with
varying degrees of success, but none has gone public with
the results yet.
These problems, and the solutions to them, are why a

degree of centralised guidance and financial encouragement
is welcome, if overdue. 
The benefits of sectional analysis to the aforementioned

groups have been proved time and again, not least because,
in the absence of official figures, many have resorted to
taking their own sectional times and establishing what they
mean in any case. 
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Basic physics and bioenergetics dictate that a horse must
distribute its energy efficiently to achieve the fastest
possible time. The problem with horseracing is that
achieving the fastest possible time is not the purpose of the
exercise: achieving a faster time than your rivals – by
reaching the winning line before them – is. The sport is
highly tactical, which is much of its appeal.

As a result, a horse’s ability may be closely reflected by
its race times,
but more often
it is not. As
Phil Bull,
founder of
Timeform,
once put it:
“A time will
tell you how
bad a horse
isn’t, not
necessarily
how good it is.” 

However, a horse’s ability, at least on the day and under
the circumstances which prevail, should show up in its
sectionals along the way. A “good” horse may not win a
race, or run an especially fast overall time, but it should be
running the sectionals of a good horse at least somewhere
along the way. 

One simple but remarkably effective way to measure this
is to express a horse’s late speed as a percentage of its
average speed for the race overall, and then to compare this
with the par % for the course and distance.      

The first part of this process is achieved by the following
equation: 

=100xdxT divided by Dxt, where “d” is the distance of
the sectional, “T” is the overall time, “D” is the overall
distance, and “t” is the time in the sectional.

So, as an example, the stable’s Dark Vision ran the last
four furlongs  of the Qatar Vintage Stakes at Goodwood in
2018 in 47.75s (taken from video analysis) and the seven
furlongs overall (plus 10 yards for rail movements) in
88.23s, which gives:

=(100x4x88.23) divided by (7.045x47.75) = 104.9%  
Dark Vision finished quickly – about 5% quickly –

compared to his average race speed, but things are not quite
that simple. Initial acceleration from a standing start, turns,
inclines/declines, and overall length of race and of
sectional, will all affect the figure that we should expect
from a horse which is running efficiently. 

The best way to establish this par figure is to get enough
examples of sectionals which give rise to fast times relative
to the horses’ abilities. 

Across British racing in its entirety, under a variety of
circumstances, the par figure is around 101%, so that horses
racing efficiently finish fractionally quicker than their
average race speed. 

IMING
Goodwood has plenty of turns, and plenty of undulations,

too, with the first two furlongs of a seven-furlong race there
rising by 11 metres according to Google Earth (which is
metric, even if British racing resolutely is not!), and we
should expect a par figure that is higher still. 

That is indeed the case, as the sectionals which lead to
fast times there average at a finishing speed of 107.1% for
the last four furlongs of a seven-furlong race. In a more

meaningful
sense Dark
Vision
finished a bit
slower than
par in coming
from last to
first, and, by
implication,
his rivals must
have been
slower still. 

It follows that the further from par a horse performs, the
more its overall time will have been adversely affected, and
that effect will be exponential, in line with physical laws.

The calculations involved in upgrading a horse’s
performance on the back of sectionals are quite
complicated, but they approximate to the following for
normal values: 

=0.3x(A-O)x(A-O), where “A” is actual finishing
speed

%, “O” is par speed  % and the result is
expressed in pounds (which can be converted into

time if
required).
So if par is 107.1% and a horse’s finishing speed is

104.9%, then A-O equals minus 2.2, and the equation will
read: 0.3x(-2.2)x(-2.2), which gives an upgraded figure of
1.45 pounds, bearing in mind that multiplying a negative by
a negative gives a positive. Similarly, one who finished in,
say, 112% with par at 107.1%, should be upgraded by
(0.3x4.9x4.9) = 7.2 pounds.

HILE British racing has been largely sitting on
its hands until now where sectional timing is
concerned, analysts and others have been

developing and applying sophisticated means for utilising
the information they can get their hands on, so that
finishing speed %s and sectional upgrading are now
reasonably familiar concepts within the sport. 

So much better, though, if such information were to be
put on a plate, so that we can all focus on making sense of
the information, rather than sourcing that information, I
would say.

Simon’s book on sectional timing can be obtained as a
free download by searching online for Sectional Timing: An
Introduction by Timeform. 
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A time will tell you how
bad a horse isn’t, not

necessarily how good it is


